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P R E - C E L T S A N D C E L T S , T E U T O N S A N D SLAVS, 
C Z E C H S A N D G E R M A N S I N T H E S U D E T E N L A N D S 

Ernst Schwarz 

Our knowledge of the peoples who succeeded one another in the Sudeten 
lands has grown considerably in the last few decades. More recent research 
has stressed the carriers of the Lusatian Culture (c. 1200—800 B. C). For a 
time they were described as northern Illyrians, but then it emerged that the 
Illyrians had stayed within the confines of the western part öf the Balkan 
Peninsula. The Veneti, once neighbours of the Germanic tribes, had an in
dependent Indo-European language of their own. 

The Indo-European bearers of the Lusatian Culture can, for the time being, 
only be described as „pre-Celts". There is nothing which convincingly de-
monstrates the belief of some Czech and Polish scholars even today that they 
were forerunners of the Slavs, for they spoke a centům language, whereas 
Slavic was among the satem languages. The Germans carried the term 
„Wends", derived from „Veneti", over to the Slavs. In the course of the great 
Celtic migrations, Celts (Boii) came to the Sudeten lands, beginning in the 
Fourth Century B. C, and acquired a dominant position over the population 
already there. Already in the era before Christ, Marcomanni, Hermunduri 
and Quadi appeared in northern Bohemia, and they remained there into the 
Sixth Century A. D. The remnants of the Celtic and pre-Celtic population 
were made tributary during this time. The Sudeten Teutons moved in c. 535 
to Raetia and Noricum, the last remnants going probably in 568 with the 
Langobards to Italy. Together with the Avars, the Slavs appeared with a 
new culture (especially simple pottery of the so-called „Prague type"). They 
encountered only feeble. Germanic remnants. Attempts which have been made 
to claim that Slavs had penetrated as far as the Elbe already in the first cen-
turies after Christ (or at least in the 4th and 5th centuries) have run aground 
on the fact that Germanic peoples can be shown to have been east of the 
middle and lower Elbe and in the Sudeten lands into the 6th Century, but no 
Slavic names; the names of the main rivers, moreover, are non-Slavic. 

The names of rivers and mountains were preserved from pre-Celtic, Celtic 
and Germanic times and, to the extent that they were adopted by the ad-
vancing Slavs, have remained to this day. Pre-historical studies have iden-
tified Slavs in this area from the last decades of the 6th Century on; they 
first occupied without any resistance the fertile regions of Bohemia and 
Moravia, and the wave which followed in the 7th Century clearly showed 
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Avar influences. At this time Bohemia was the main land of „Samo". T h e 
thesis advanced by Bretholz in 1921 to the effect that the Sudeten Germans 
were descendants of Marcomanni and Quadi who had remained behind 
cannot be substantiated — for names, dialečts and historical sources show 
convincingly that these Sudeten Germans were part of a new eastward Ger-
man movement starting in the 12th Century. The Sudeten lands should thus 
be viewed in this regard no differently than the other East German regions. 

T H E P R E - C E L T I C „ D A K S Ä " ( W A T E R ) I N B O H E M I A N 

P L A C E - N A M E S 

Ernst Schwarz 

Doksy or Doksany appear four times as place-names in Bohemia (Dux in 
northern Bohemia also belongs to this group) which can be explained 
neither from Czech nor German. All of these places are situated next to 
ponds or rivers: Hirschberg in northern Bohemia (Doksy in Czech) is on 
the Hirschberger pond; Doksany is on the right bank of the lower Eger. 
One should also mention here the Dosse, a tributary of the Havel in northern 
Germany, once the home of the small Slav tribe of the Doxani. Another line 
of evidence can be pursued back to the Balkan Peninsula; in the Second 
Century B. C , a river in what is now Albania was called the „Ardaxanos". 
One ancient source provides an explanation of this word: a Hesychast com-
mentary of the Fifth Century A. D. suggests that daxa was the common 
term for „sea" in the Epirus. 

T h e Czech term for Dux, Duchcov, was based on a misunderstanding 
arising from the fact that the old Doksany had become unintelligible. 

A tribe in the northern Epirus was called Dexaroi in the middle of the 
First Century B. G , which can be interpreted as signifying „people on the 
sea". An etymological explanation of the word has yet to be found, but the 
ablaut e : o and the means of formation indicate that it is of Indo-European 
origin. Síňce o became a in these names while in Celtic the o was retained 
and since they spread beyond the once Celtic areas, one may conclude that 
a pre-Celtic term for „water" is involved here. T h e word belongs to a group 
of Indo-European river names prevalent in southern Germany and reflecting 
the traces of smaller Indo-European pre-Celtic tribes which in a very remote 
age had established a connection from the Baltic to the Adriatic and Illyria. 
They were presumably tributary to the Celts and later to the Germanic tri
bes, but still managed to preserve their language over a longer period of 
time. In the Second Century A. D., Ptolemaeus mentioned a number of them, 
and their names were known to the migrating Slavs as latě as the Sixth 
Century. Due to the retention of „ks", which would not have been possible 
in this form if there had been an earlier assimilation into Slavic, one may 
safely exclude any hypothesis on the presence of Slavic inhabitants in the 
Sudeten lands prior to the Sixth Century A. D. 
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